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Abstract. New technologies have become an important support for the monitor-

ing of older people in outdoor environments by their caregivers. Smart phones 

equipped with a rich set of powerful sensors allowed the ubiquitous human ac-

tivity recognition on mobile platforms at a low cost. Ambient Intelligence (AmI) 

is an emergent area that provides useful mechanisms that allows tracking elderly 

people through opportunistic sensoring using smartphone devices. This paper 

aims to show the second version of SafeRoute, an AmI system that fusions geo-

localization sensors data embedded in smartphone devices for the monitoring of 

elderly people. This version improves functionalities of the previous one with the 

inclusion of new ones in the two components of this system: the Android OS 

application CareofMe and the web system SafeRoute. The proposed system 

merges localization data from GPS and Wifi sensors data in Android OS and 

includes the use of GoogleMaps functionalities in Android OS and web environ-

ments for provide alerts for caregivers. 
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1 Introduction 

There are a real problem with the increase of the average age of the population and life 

expectancy in all world. The Brazilian Institute of Geography and Statistics (IBGE) 

estimated that the Brazilian population over 65 years old will reach 29% in 2050 and 

36,1% in 2075[1] from its current status. The same study reveals that nowadays in Bra-

zil live with Alzheimer approximately 1 million 200 thousands people, with more than 

70% living in their own homes. Those facts implies an increase of the permanent atten-

tion to these people by his caregivers and relatives and a growing necessity to create 

mechanism to support this task [2]. 

The European Community’s Information Society Technology (ISTAG) defined the 

concept of Ambient Intelligence (AmI) in 2001 as an emergent topic that proposes ways 



to response the human necessities through digital and technological environments, al-

lowing innovative ways of human-computer interactions [3]. Tools of Ambient As-

sisted Living (AAL) are the Ambient Intelligence based technologies for the support to 

daily activities and can be used in prevention of accidents and to improve the health 

conditions and comfort of the elderly people [4].  These technologies can supply secu-

rity to the elderly, developing response systems for smartphone systems, falls detection 

systems and video surveillance systems. Furthermore, AAL technologies also allow 

best communication between those people that needs special cares with his relatives 

and friends [5].   

Nowadays, most of smartphones not only work like communication devices, but also 

are equipped with several sensors like accelerometer, gyroscope, proximity sensors, 

microphones, GPS system and camera. All these sensors make possible a wide range 

of applications like the assistance to people with disabilities, intelligently detecting and 

recognizing the context.  

Fusion data was defined by [6] as “a process dealing with the association, correla-

tion, and combination of data and information from single and multiple sources to 

achieve refined position and identity estimates, and complete and timely assessments 

of situations and threats, and their significance. The process is characterized by con-

tinuous refinements of its estimates and assessments, and the evaluation of the need for 

additional sources, or modification of the process itself, to achieve improved results”  

Information fusion focused in sensors [6] has become increasingly relevant during 

the last years due to its goal to combine observations from a number of different sensors 

to provide a solid and complete description of an environment or process of interest. 

Traditionally, activity recognition system usually employs hard sensor, however, 

there are other user information sources available in the smartphones. Users daily share 

their personal information on social networks sites, Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, and 

so on. These type of sensors are called soft sensors in information fusion researches, 

which are referred as human observer that provides his/her point of view of something. 

[7] 

The information fusion systems are characterized by its robustness, increased confi-

dence, reduced ambiguity and uncertainty, and improved resolution. There are many 

examples of applications of information fusion techniques [8] that use sensors in dif-

ferent environments such as remote sensing, surveillance, home care, and so forth [9], 

but there are few applications using smartphones devices. For that reason, taking ad-

vantage of information fusion techniques, in [8] for example, has been deployed an 

architecture of smart phones to collect user data and infer the user's context 

smartphones. 

The Data Fusion Model maintained by the JDL Data Fusion Group is the most widely 

used method for categorizing data fusion-related functions [10]. They proposed a model 

of six levels (Fig 1), of which the first is related to information extraction, and the last 

with the extraction of knowledge. Authors of [11] explained these levels in detail: 

─ Level 0 (Source Preprocessing/Subject Assessment): Estimation and prediction of 

observable states of the signal or object, based in the association and characterization 

of data at a signal level. 



─ Level 1 (Object Assessment):  In this level, objects are identified and located. Hence, 

the object situation by fusing the attributes from diverse sources is reported. 

─ Level 2 (Situation Assessment): The goal of this level is construct a picture from 

incomplete information provided by level 1, that is, to relate the reconstructed entity 

with an observed event. 

─ Level 3 (Impact Assessment): Estimation and prediction of the effects that would 

have the actions provided by participants, taking into account the information ex-

tracted at lower levels.  

─ Level 4 (Process Refinement):  Modification of data capture systems (sensors) and 

processing the same, to ensure the targets of the mission. 

─ Level 5 (User or Cognitive Refinement):  Modification of the way that people react 

from the experience and knowledge gained 

 

Fig. 1.  JDL information fusion model (Taking from [12]) 

The JDL model was never intended to decide a concrete order on the data fusion 

levels. Levels are not alluded to be processed consecutively, and it can be executed 

concurrently [8]. 

Although the JD data fusion model has been criticized, still constitutes a reference 

to design and build systems to obtain information from the data in complex systems 

and generate knowledge from the extracted information. 

Elderly people often suffer problems of aging such as memory loss, difficulty walk-

ing, etc. Many times, these people have to stay at home alone for long periods, but they 

normally do various activities outside the home (go to the market, visiting friends, etc.) 

during this time. Once they are in outdoor environments, elderly people are at risk of 



fall down or getting lost on the way. In these cases, it is very important that elderly 

people can communicate with their relatives for help and receive orientations in real 

time.  

Taking these factors in consideration, SafeRoute was created as an AAL system for 

care elderly people in open-air environments and improving response time in emergen-

cies. In our initial approach, we design two components (the Android application 

CareofMe and the web service SafeRoute). These two components work in a combined 

way as tools for tracking elderly people, using the sensors built-in in mobile devices to 

offer the current position and using a web server to show the route followed by users in 

a friendly way.  After doing some tests of the original version of SafeRoute in real 

environments, was detected some deficiencies that made difficult the interaction with 

users. 

This work aims to improve the SafeRoute system for assist elderly people in their 

day-to-day activities in outdoors environments. Our goal is to provide solutions to im-

prove the communication process between users and carivegers, and try reducing time 

responses using the mechanisms of geo-localization built-in smartphone devices.  

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the analysis of some studies 

and AAL applications for the elderly people using smartphones. Section 3 describes the 

design and the improvements of the second version of SafeRoute regarding the original. 

Finally, in Section 4, some conclusions are given and future improvements are pro-

posed. 

2 Related Work 

In recent years have been developed many applications of ubiquitous human activity 

recognition with mobile platforms due to the availability of smartphones equipped with 

a rich set of powerful sensors at low cost. There are several advantages in the use of 

smartphones, for example, the developments kits (SDK), APIs and mobile computing 

clouds allow developers to use backend servers and collect data from a big amount 

number of users. There are several initiatives to develop techniques of sensoring in 

mobile devices in the last years. The mixture of these perspectives allowed the creation 

of a new kind of smartphone applications in the context of the Ambient Intelligence for 

the care and attention of the elderly. 

The Global Positioning System (GPS) shows the current position of the user in al-

most every place in the Earth. It is recognized as a mature technology for the localiza-

tion in outdoors environments and once that are built-in inside the smartphones, offers 

many opportunities to help even more to track and monitoring people with physics dis-

abilities or health problems. The position of a smartphone phone can be provided in 

two dimensions (latitude, longitude) when the receptor is capable to receive signals at 

least of three satellites. 

Systems that try to offer intelligent responses to the stimulus of the environment and 

be sensitive to the context can be implemented of different ways. There are different 

election criteria, like the sensors localization, the possible quantity of users or the avail-

able resources (PCs and mobile devices). In addition, data collection is very important 

in system design because it defines the architectural style. In this work were identified 



different perspectives in the architectural style of AAL systems: 1) Centralized archi-

tecture [13, 14]; 2) Distributed architecture [15-17]. There are not decisive criteria to 

determine which the best architectural style is, because that strongly depends of the 

project’s characteristics. The centralized architectural style provide bigger security and 

protection because the information is mainly concentrated in a single place. In addition, 

improves the decision-making process and the system maintenance. On the other hand, 

this architectural style has disadvantages like slowness, product of the dependency of 

just one central connection. The distributed architectural style has some advantages, for 

example, the increase of the trustworthiness, since in case of defect in one system; the 

others can continue their work independently. In addition, the interface is friendlier and 

the response velocity faster. This architectural style has the problem that usually works 

with expensive technology and the work of maintenance is complex due to the amount 

of resources that involves. Moreover, the data integrity is most difficult to control. This 

last approach are of particular interest for our proposed system. 

Regarding the use of multi-agent systems, [15] is a system that acts in real time to 

combat the problem of falls in older people using sensors embedded in mobile devices. 

The system emit responses to the old man’s caregivers by means SMS or an automatic 

call in case to detect a fall. 

There are different ways to AAL systems provide useful information in real time 

related users (older people and their carivegers). Many systems implement services to 

communicate with users because of the friendliness of the web interfaces for most users. 

The web services are very useful because the involved technologies (HTTP, XML) are 

independent of programming languages, platforms and operational systems. For exam-

ple, [13] makes possible do the tracking of an old person’s route through a web site that 

sends alert in case of distancing. On the other hand, in [18], authors implement a solu-

tion that provides the exact position of the old person in Google Maps using a social 

network and shows the user location through a radar when the map information is lost 

or disabled. 

Some of the related works presented above are summarized in Table 1 attending their 

contributions and limitations. 

 

 Architectural 

style 

Contributions Limitations 

[13] Middleware 

(Centralized) 

Original architectural 

style with the inclusion 

of Smartshoe and the in-

tegration with GPS and 

Bluetooth. 

· The lack of de-

tails of the in-

ference process 

position 

· The system 

does not give 

feedback to us-

ers. 

[15] Architectural 

style oriented to 

MAS (Distributed) 

· This is one of the first 

studies in the area of 

Simulations were 

not made in real 

environments. 



MAS for fall detec-

tion using 

smartphone devices. 

· Authors made many 

successful simula-

tions. 

 

 

[16] Architectural 

style oriented to 

MAS (Distributed) 

This solution optimizes 

the system functioning 

with limited resources, 

allowing agents to man-

age and control all the 

available sensors in the 

smartphone devices. 

This work shows a 

static approach 

and the authors 

omit to describe 

the importance of 

each agent. 

[17] Architectural 

style oriented to 

MAS (Distributed) 

The authors achieved to 

combine a big quantity 

of diverse technologies 

like federated databases, 

sensors environments, 

secure communications, 

etc. 

The authors did 

not present related 

works and did not 

do simulations. 

 

[14] Middleware 

(Centralized) 

Original approach of an 

architectural design to-

tally developed for An-

droid OS smartphones 

with an opportunistic ap-

proach. 

The authors do not 

describe about 

how they did the 

reasoning with 

data. 

Table 1. Works related according its Architectural style 

 

The SafeRoute system (Fig. 2) was designed and implemented trying to summarize 

some of the good experiences presented above in the developing of AAL systems for 

the care of the elderly people in outdoors environments. It was composed by two com-

ponents: the Android OS application CareofMe and the web system RotaSegura.  

Firstly, the CareofMe application use a combination of GPS and Wifi technologies 

to show the current user localization in an outdoors environment. CareofMe uses Goog-

leMap Android v2 API for working with maps in mobile environments and starts to 

send the coordinates of the current position (Latitude, Longitude) to the web server 

installed in RotaSegura.  

On the other hand, in this original SafeRoute system was conceived RotaSegura as a 

web service for the constantly monitoring of the user’s position and the sending of alerts 

to the old person in case of distancing. The advantages mentioned above of using web 

technology influenced the choice for use in SafeRoute. For instance, the independence 



of this type of technology in relation to any programming language used for the access 

to this type of system.  

 

Fig. 2.  Distributed architectural design of the SafeRoute project 

In our approach, we try to include new features and to improve the existing ones in 

the two main components of the system (the Android OS application CareofMe and the 

web service SafeRoute). These two components work in a combined way and merge 

information from sensors embedded in mobiles devices for tracking elderly people, 

showing to carivegers of the elderly people the current position and the route followed 

by them in a   friendly way. It is also presented as future work, a group of challenges to 

implement in our system to improve the quality of life of older people in outdoor envi-

ronments. 

3 SafeRoute2 

Because of the advantages mentioned above of the distributed architecture, the original 

system followed this approach. The distributed system is composed by two compo-

nents: the Android OS application CareofMe and the web system SafeRoute. However, 

the original version of SafeRoute presented some deficiencies that made difficult the 

interaction with users. The weaknesses identified were:  

─ The feedback mechanism proposed in the first version (Fig. 3) was considered poor 

because only reported to the old person about the distance of the predetermined 

route. In addition, SafeRoute could not inform to old people’s caregivers about the 

position of the elderly person in case of distancing. 

─ The web interface of SafeRoute was not enough intuitive considering all the poten-

tialities of the web design. Example: The system could propose path to follow in 

case of distance of the old person 



 

Fig.3. Feedback in case of distance in CareofMe 

In response to the deficiencies detected in the original version of SafeRoute, we de-

cided to implement some improvements in the second version of our system. 

Firstly, we improved the CareofMe system’s feedback, adding to the information of 

distance in meters in case of distance, an image that indicate the nearby path to follow 

to successfully to end the route. (Fig 4).  

Secondly, we tried to improve the feedback that SafeRoute offered to users that are 

following the old people’s route. In this direction, we include an alert mechanism 

through emails to the old people’s caregivers. The email contain an image with the 

localization of the old people in case of distance. This way, the old person caregivers 

can check the old person position in every moment. 

 

 

Fig. 4. Feedback with proposed path in case of distance in CareofMe 



 

In (Fig 5.) we describe the architecture of our system to obtain localization from a 

user who carries out a smartphone. 

Firstly, the CareofMe application use a combination of GPS and Wifi sensors to find 

the current user localization in an outdoors environment. GPSTracker is the responsible 

class for managing position dates through the class LocationManager, belonging to the 

GoogleMap Android v2 API for working with maps in mobile environments. The class 

LongOperation receives information of routes to select and class HttpAsyncTask sends 

coordinates of the current position (Latitude, Longitude) to the web server installed in 

SafeRoute 

On the other hand, SafeRoute system was conceived as a web service for the con-

stantly monitoring of the user’s position and the sending of alerts to relatives and the 

elderly person in case of distancing. The Route Tracking functionality uses the 

CoordDistanceAB class to calculate distance between user locations received in real-

time (Localization) and the locations of the predefined route (Route). PHPMailer sends 

an email to the cariveger with the exactly position of the elderly person in case of dis-

tancing.  

 

Fig. 5.  Architecture of the SafeRoute project 

Furthermore, in Fig. 6 is shown the algorithm used to compute distance between two 

points in space, given the longitude and latitude. We implemented an algorithm based 

in the haversine formula to calculate distance. 



 

Fig. 6. Distance calculation algorithm 

4 Conclusions and future work 

The use of smartphone devices is increasing gradually, making these devices a new 

source for developing solutions in various technologies. In AmI, AAL is gaining more 

prominence by providing mobile response systems, fall detection systems or video sur-

veillance systems that can supply security to the elderly and to their caregivers.  

The potentialities of the geo-localization technologies built-on in smartphone de-

vices has been used in the last years for tracking elderly people in outdoors environ-

ments.  

In this paper, we presented the second version of the system SafeRoute, looking to 

improve the performance in relation with the original version. The actual system tries 

to summarize some of the best practices analyzed in literature about the development 

of this kind of system. In the second version of the system remained the initial geo-

localization characteristics, trying to improve human-computer interaction in SafeRoute 

web application and providing better feedback mechanism for users. 

We believe that our system can improve its operations in many aspects and we iden-

tified a group of future works. For instance, we analyzed the necessity of include indoor 

localization components in our system, due to GPS, the main outdoors localization 

technology that we used, do not works correctly in those environments. Indoor mecha-

nisms are components used enough in AAL systems [19-22] and there are studies that 

combine many sensors as RFID, smart floor, PIR (Passive Infrared Sensor) and ultra-

sonic technology.  

In addition, we plan to introduce some new functionalities that could facilitate the 

elderly people tracking by their caregivers. For instance, we will introduce a context 

recognition mechanism that allow identify the position characteristics (water, etc.). We 

also believe that would be useful for caregivers know if the monitored elderly person 

is delayed for a certain control point. Attending that, in future version we will include 

a time control component that inform caregivers for delays in the route. 

Although, we considered that our solution could to take advantages of all the sources 

of information that provides the sensors embedded inside smartphones (accelerometer, 



gyroscope, compass, magnetometer, proximity sensor, light sensor, etc.) in order to 

reach better results in activity recognition problem. 

The JDL data fusion and information model, may be the reference model on which 

we could base our future work to generate knowledge from information extracted from 

the data of all these sensors. In addition, taking in count that in the last years, the interest 

in ontologies as symbolic models to acquire, represent, and exploit knowledge in data 

fusion, has increased considerably, we propose as future work the develop of a onto-

logical model for tracking and activity recognition data for elderly people in outdoors 

and indoor environments. We will follow the level 2 (Situation Assessment) of the JDL 

model to associate entities with environmental and performance data in this context. 

The proposed solution has demonstrated to be useful for the elderly care in outdoor 

environments, enabling effective monitoring mechanism for caregivers. Our work 

demonstrated the validity of merging a group of well-recognized technologies in the 

AAL context through the development of a simple application.  
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